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Liberty and Government in the New
Society: An Intellectual Perspective

ONOFRE D. CORPUZ

The perspectives of the intellect have a way, and the power, of
sometimes fixing the boundaries of unfolding reality. President Fer
dinand E. Marcos's historic martial law proclamation is rooted in the
vision of a new Filipino society that formed and developed in his
mind sometime in 1971; this perspective and vision dominate the
shapeof our national life today.

Because we have a vision of tomorrow, we are able to order and
direct our affairs today. It is 'probably true that the essence of the
future is contained in the constraints of the present. It must be
equally true, at least in part, that the reality of the present is shaped
by our perspective of the future.

1. In the foreword to his new book Notes on the New Society of
the Philippines, the President writes that declaring martial law was
not the most difficult decision he had to make. Martial law alone
would have been something of a cruel trick, a restoration of
"normalcy" followed by an easy drifting back to the old fire of our
old society. He describes the old status quo as "the sick society of
privilege and irresponsibility whose excesses and inequities spawned
the unrest and the violence that threatened the political order; ... a
society which in its injustice and unresponsiveness to the needs of
the greater number, has lost the right to exist. It was, moreover, a
society that was the perfect target for dissident agitation and
activity, a society that was the fertile ground for revolutionary enter
prise."

It was obvious to the President that a leaderdoes not take a great
step in order to return to where he was before, to declare martial law
in order to restore a sick society. The greater decision was, there
fore, to move forward: "A much more enormous responsibility, one
that could not be shirked, was ... the transformation, no less, of
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Philippine society." And so the President perceives in what is now
widely known as martial law, Philippine style, a "unique character:
from the untenable strategy of protecting or restoring the status quo
to a militant, constitutional, and legal strategy for creating and build
ing, from the ashesof the old, a new society."

And the present New Society is the beginning of the
transformation of Filipino society.

2. Thoughtful and concerned Filipinos have a duty to contribute
to these presidential perspectives. The quality of our national life,
and the shape of the prospects ahead of us-they will be no more
and no less than the aggregate of the ideals and aspirations that we
put into and withhold from the national perspective. The creating
and building of a new society, like all historic enterprises, gains from
ieadership, but it is not one man's adventure. It is, or ought to be, a
covenant amongst us all to achieve the fullness of what is achievable
through the contribution of all that is good in us.

But we cannot create, much less sustain, new societies on the
basis of the intellectual design of old ones. The reason for this is that
the intellectual perspective of a new society that is established
precisely to replace an old social order is often accompanied by
either a radical overhauling or an outright rejection of the old per
spective. For the same reason, all meaningful reservations or resist
ance to a new society essentially derive from questions addressedto
its intellectual vision. These questions tend to be based on the atti
tudes and principles, and the conceptual vocabulary, of the old order
that has been replaced.

Today, the problem of the Filipino intellectual in the New Society
is the problem of choosing between the socio-political concepts of
the old and those of the new social order. President Marcos's
declaration of martial law and his call for all of us to join in the build
ing of a new Filipino society strike at some of the most fundamental
concepts in our political education. These concepts are shared by
most schooled Filipinos even today. They are part of our conceptual
vocabulary. They were established in our minds by schooling,
reenforced by the institutions and processes in our political and civic
education. They therefore determine the intellectual attitudes of
many of us to the vision of the New Society.

3. I refer to liberty, freedom, and rights. This paper very briefly
traces the origins of these basic concepts that normally determine
the intellectual's view of civics and politics. It goes on to present new
meanings that have emerged in a historical context and as a result of
the moral and ethical growth of mankind. The discussion regards
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these concepts against our contemporary situation.
My argument is that most Filipinos who speak of liberty are

unaware of its historical origins, are unaware that the meaning which
most of us attach to the word springs from a specific Anglo-Saxon
tradition. I will show that the insistent adherence to this particular
tradition imprisons us in a seventeenth century English perspective,
particularly that of British Whiggism. I will leave it to the reader to
judge whether or not this concept of liberty and freedom and rights
is valid as a guide to political wisdom and civic ethics, as a measure
of welfare, and as a standard of the legitimacy of modern govern
ment.

4. The Filipinos' first direct contact with the great modern ideas
in political thought goes no further back than the late nineteenth
century. The.Spanish colonial regime in the Philippines was not, of
course, an unrelieved absolutism. The great Napoleonic victories
spread French political ideas over much of Europe, and a constitu
tional monarchy was temporarily installed in Spain. The Spanish
constitution of 1812was extended to the Philippines, and the colony
was allowed representation in the Spanish Cortes or Parliament. The
English writer Henry Piddington (visiting Manila 1819-22) reported
that the ideas of Voltaire, Paine, and Rousseau were circulating
clandestinely in Manila. But of course the secret dissenters, and the
representatives to the Cortes, were Spaniards. It was not until Rizal,
Marcelo' H. del Pilar, and a few other Filipinos sojourned in Europe
during the period before the Philippine Revolution that we first came
to know of the ideas and concepts that have inspired the great poli
tical revolutions of the twentieth century. National self-determina
tion. Popular sovereignty, Republicanism and constitutional govern
ment. Representative democracy. Liberty. Political and civic rights.
These ideas were ascendant during that period of European intel
lectual history known as the later European Enlightenment. They
were exhilarating alternatives to the repressiveness of classic
Spanish colonialism, and the Philippine Revolution ultimately estab
lished them in the Malolos Constitution. Enlightenment in Spanish is
"la ilustraci6n," and so the first Filipino political intellectuals are
called "ilustrados."

These ideas were not exclusively European, but what is note
worthy is that the illustrados came to know them in their European
form. Unfortunately, this link to European political thought was
largely cut off by American colonization, and very few Filipinos
today know the Malolos Constitution, an ilustrado document and the
first republican constitution in Southeast Asia.
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5. Modern political thought came to the ordinary schooled Fili
pino in American dress. The Americans set up an efficient mass
based school system and a modern government based on similar
American institutions. The English-languageschool system naturally
necessitated the use of American books. Filipinos grew up learning
their civics from school readers and primers detailing lessons from
the lives and ideas of Washington, Lincoln, Jefferson, Franklin, and
other American notables. The education of the Filipino in a school
system designed according to the American inspiration was reen
forced by his civic and political experience, likewise inspired by
American institutional and intellectual models.

Suppose the Filipinos had never come under the dominance of
American influence? To answer this we must speculate, but if the
evidence of the Malolos Constitution (1899) is to be relied upon, a
distinctly non-American style and spirit would have been much more
conspicuous in our contemporary concepts and institutions.

The Malolos Constitution, conceived and adopted by Filipinos,
was the most advanced Filipino political document before the
establishment of the American hegemony. It was the product of the
Filipinos' struggle for freedom, and thus expressed their independent
conceptions of government and politics. On the other hand, the first
constitution we adopted under the American regime was designed in
large part to gain the approval of the U.S. government. Its provisions
were required to conform to a long list of "mandatory provisions"
imposed by the U.S. Congress, and the proposed constitution was
itself subject to the veto of the U.S. President.

After the preamble, the Malolos Constitution starts with a
declaration (Article I) that "The political association of all the Fili
pinos constitutes a nation, whose state shall be known as the Philip
pine Republic." Article 4 states that "the Government of the
Republic is popular, representative, alternative, and responsible, and
is exercised through three distinct powers, which are the legislative,
executive, and judicial. No two or more of these powers shall ever be
united in one person or corporation; neither shall the legislative
power be vested in a single individual."

Aside from the fact that the text of the constitution is in Spanish,
its language reflects a different way of expressing political proposi
tions. The formulation of the separation of powers principle,
moreover, is perhaps the most economical statement of it that can
be found anywhere.

And of course the Malolos Constitution provides for a parliamen
tary form of government, reflecting the continental European rather
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than the American model.
In the all-important area of the bill of rights, the Malolos Consti

tution carries the title: "The Filipinos and their National and Indi
vidual Rights."

The American-inspired constitution of 1935elevates property to
the same level of importance as life and liberty, and so includes
property in the first section of the bill of rights. The Malolos docu
ment begins with citizenship (Article 6), then personal liberty (Article
7), the liberty of abode and domicide (Articles 10 and 11), and the
inviolability of papers and effects and correspondence subject to law
(Articles 10, 12, 13). It is not until Article 16that property asa right is
mentioned, and Article 17 provides that a person may be deprived of
his property on grounds of "necessity and common welfare."

The bill of rights in the Malolos Constitution is rather longer than
that in the 1935 constitution. It is, however, less concerned with the
detailed rights of accused persons.

It imposes obligations, which are to be regarded as rights of the
Nation, in this wise: "Article 27. Every Filipino is obliged to defend
the country with arms when he may be called upon by the laws, and
to contribute to the expenses of the State in proportion to his
estate."

There is, incidentally, a nuance of beauty in the Malolos bill of
rights which states in part (Article 20) that no Filipino shall be
deprived of "The right to associate himself with others for all the
purposes of human life which are not contrary to public morality."
Contrast this with the 1935 provision, cold and bare, that "The right
to form associations or societies for purposes not contrary to law
shall not be abridged."

But the Americans conquered the Philippines, and they brought
their ideas and the forms of their institutions, and imposed them
upon us. Our bill of rights as a whole, therefore, is an import from
America.

The American bill of rights tradition took root in the Philippines
beginning in 1900, through the American President's Instructions to
the then highest American authority in the islands, the Philippine

:Commission. Strictly speaking, the instructions were not a true bill
of rights, but they enjoined the Commission to observe certain rules.
These rules were lifted directly from the U.S. Constitution (Article I
of the constitution proper; and Articles I, IV, V, VI, VIII of the
Amendments). Additional provisions were extended to the Philip
pines in 1902and again in 1916. The bill of rights in the organic law of
1916, otherwise known as Jones Law, became the basisof the bill of
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rights in the 1935 constitution.
The chairman of the bill of rights committee in the 1934-35

constitutional convention, Delegate Jose P. Laurel, was eloquent
and sure of his ground. When he presented his committee's draft bill
of rights to the convention, he assured his fellow delegatesthat "the
enumeration of rights in the present organic law is considered ample;
comprehensive, and precise enough to safeguard the rights and
immunities of Filipino citizens against abuses or encroachments of
the Government, its powers, or agents." Moreover, DelegateLaurel
was concerned to preserve the conventional language and
phraseology of the statement of rights, because in his words, "The
principles must remain couched in a language expressive of their
historical background, nature, extent, and limitations, as construed
and expounded by the great statesmen and jurists that havevitalized
them." Well, Laurel was one of the leading constitutionalists and
legal scholars of the time. He succeeded in getting his draft bill of
rights, a virtual reproduction of the Jones Law bill of rights, adopted
into the 1935 constitution.

What was the organic law of 19167 It was a statute of the Ameri
can Congress, entitled "An Act to declare the purposes of the
people of the United States, as to the future political status of the
people of the Philippine Islands, and to provide a more autonomous
government for those islands." The constitution adopted by the
1934-35 convention was subject to several mandatory provisions
imposed by the U.S. Congress. These mandatory provisions
required that the new constitution include a bill of rights. The Filipino
leaders, true to their intellectual and civic conditioning, and
representing the finest of our intellectuals and nationalists, complied
with exceeding fidelity to American expectations. They wrote into
our constitution the Jones Law bill of rights, a bill of rights that pro
claimed its American origins, faithfully preserving principles "as
construed and expounded by the great statesmen and jurists that
havevitalized them."

And this is how the conventional ideas in the educated Filipino's
prespective on civics, and the dominant principles of our political
vocabulary, developed from the American tradition. These ideas are
now embedded in our formal case law. The leading decisions of the
Philippine Supreme Court on liberty and freedom and rights would
be meaningless without the principles and precedents richly cited
from American jurisprudence. Much, much more important than
this, is that they have penetrated our attitudes and behavior, enter
ing into the languageof our informal political conversation.
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.,.. 6. But the American tradition is the channel, rather than the
source, of our conventional political concepts. We will next trace,
briefly, the source of this tradition.

Thomas Jefferson is recognized as the author of the American
Declaration of Independence; he likewise played a conspicuous role
in the framing of the U.S. constitution. Many Filipinos will still be
able to recite Jefferson's ringing words in that historic document:
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the
pursuit of Happiness." But if Jefferson had the gift of eloquence and
drama, the basic political ideas in the Declaration were in fact a
paraphrasing of the political ideasof the seventeenth century English
philosopher John Locke.

We will not discuss all of Locke's political ideas, much less his
non-political writings. His great political works were the two
Treatises on civic government, first published anonymously in 1690.
The first Treatise was an unnecessarily serious attack on the theory
of the divine right of kings, under which it was argued that kings
were "God's lieutenants on earth," and that their authority
emanates directly from God's will, that royal authority is absolute,
and therefore not subject to human challenge or question. This
theory had already lost most of the power it possessed in more
credulous epochs. In any event King James II was deposed in the
successful, in British history the "glorious," revolution of 1688.
James's foes then scouted around for a likely successor, and finally
installed William III (jointly with his wife Mary) on the throne. But he
had to accept a condition imposed by his sponsors. He had to
forswear any claim to divine right. He was to accept the principle
that his authority emanated from and was subject to the consent of
the people. This is the "consent of the governed" or "sovereignty of
the people" principle in U.S. constitutional theory. Locke wrote his
second Treatise as a defense and a justification of the revolution of
1688 and its political principles.

The logic of Locke's argument was simple. (We will dispense
with his resort to the then fashionable fiction of the state of nature.)
He believed that the welfare of the people was threatened by the
claim to absolute authority by a pretentious hereditary monarchy.
Locke was a supporter of monarchy, provided that the monarch was
rendered incapable of employing the powers of government to
destroy or invade the lives, liberties, and properties of citizens. His
solution was to impose upon the monarch a set of conditions
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governing political authority. These conditions in practice woulc?
constitute a system of limitations or prohibitions upon the powers
and authority of the monarch and his government.

Locke was logical, and indeed he was one of the leading lights of
the Age of Reason in politics. If you limit governmental authority by
restraints and prohibitions, you diminish the government's capacity
to abuse, and to that extent you protect the life, liberty, and property
of the citizens. The logical conclusion of this argument, of course, is
that the people whose consent is the source of the authority of the
government may fully ensure their security and welfare by giving no
powers to government except such as are necessary to maintain the
civic order. This is why Locke is often referred to as the advocate of
the "umpire state," a political system wherein governmental
authority extends only to the keeping and implementation of the
criminal laws. In modern dress, government becomes very much a
basketball referee; it stands apart and does not play in the game, and
intervenes only when a rule of the game is violated.

It was the turn of the American, in the latter eighteenth century,
to feel oppressed by England. In particular, the Yankee leaders
regarded themselves as Englishmenabroad. They saw themselves as
entitled to the rights of Englishmen and to the protection of the
English government. Following Locke's theory of property and his
doctrines of representation, they coined the slogan, shortly to
become a rallying cry, "No taxation without representation." In the
event, they solved their problem by revolution and established a new
nation. From here on the script is Locke.

Locke had been the chief author of The Fundamental Institutions
of Carolina, and now he was a major influence in the making of the
U.S. Constitution. The Americans were determined to prevent
abuse and oppression by government, including that which they
were now to create, so they devised a set of restraints and prohi
bitions in the Constitution, embodying almost all of the principles of
Locke. The system of restraints is a bill, or list, of rights. Thus the
U.S. bill of rights-the first ten amendments plus a few limitations in
the main constitution - is a list of restrictions or prohibitions on the
American government~ It is prohibited from enacting ex post facto
laws, from imposing excessive fines, from placing a man twice in
jeopardy of losing his rights for the sameoffense, etc. The American
founding fathers further emphasized the system of limitations on
government in their first amendments to the U.S. Constitution. They
provided that "The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights
shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the
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people."
Locke's notion of rights as a defense of the life, liberty, and

property of citizens against government, and his notion of govern
ment as an empire or constable, are further echoed in the
Jeffersonian aphorism that "the best government is that which
governs least."

How enduring and lasting this Lockeian tradition has become in
. America is shown in a television speech in August 1973 of the
American president. Beset by the ordeal of the Watergate scandal,
his problem is to recover the credibility that he had lost. How to do
this? With the advice and counsel of his most trusted and competent
advisors, he offers to his audience a definition of the mandate he
says he received from the American people. Obviously the formula
tion and substance of this definition must embody and convey what
Mr. Nixon believes to be the most powerful appealsto the American
mind. Part of this mandate, he says is "to reduce the power and size
of Government." .

It is this Anglo-Saxon tradition that is the source of the dominant
nations of liberty and government that are part of the Filipino
intellectual's political perspective. They are firmly fixed, so subtly
that we have come to take them for granted, in our constitutional
system.

7. It is tempting to speculate further on alternative traditions that
might have developed in our intellectual perspectives had we, for
instance, achieved and retained our national independence in 1896.
Our school system and our political system would have been dif
ferent. Equally important, the language in which we express our
ideas and aspirations, which is also the medium through which we
gain access to and understanding of the great traditions in the
human intellectual experience, might now be different. English,
instead of being the principal languagewith which we learn the great
ideas of mankind, might have been only one of any number of
equally important languages, including our own. As it is, the over
whelming majority of schooled Filipinos reach and read foreign
literature in English, and this language has fatefully conveyed and
established in our national life an Anglo-American tradition surviving
from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The conspicuous endurance and power of this tradition in the
Philippines are easily shown. Our constitution repeats, virtually
verbatim, one of the limitations imposed in the English revolution of
1638 upon William III: "Excessive bail ought not to be required, nor
excessive fines be imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments be
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inflicted." It is a sure bet that William III could never have imagined
that this condition imposed upon him by Englishmen to protect
Englishmen's rights almost three centuries ago would be adopted in
convention by English-speaking members of a nation of the brown
race in Asia.

These and other precepts of the Anglo-Saxon tradition are estab
lished in Philippine courts today as parts of the rights of accused Fili
pinos and as part of the fundamentals of justice. When the late
Laurel presented his draft bill of rights to the Philippine constitutional
convention of 1934-35, he was asking our national convention to
adopt what the American Congress had enacted. And he was
advocating the inclusion in our own constitution of an American
political attitude. He justified his draft bill of rights as an adequate
safeguard of Filipino citizens against abuses by their government.
This again is a faithful restatement of the Locke-Jefferson tradition.

Even today, many schooled Filipinos cannot conceive of liberty
except in terms of the proposition that liberty exists orily when
governmental authority is curbed or limited. John Locke is certainly
the intellectual inspiration of the members of the Civil Liberties Union
of the Philippines whether they be aware of him or not, as he is of
the American Civil Liberties Union, both of which regard the bill of
rights as the principal, if not the sole, definition of liberty. The civil
liberties tradition, in particular, tends to believe that there can be no
true liberty except with the broadest possible constitutional and
statutory guarantees of the rights of free expression and political
dissent.

8. If we are to create a new society based on a vision of the
future, we are bound by our duty to that vision to review and
reassess the old concepts that our vision seeks to replace, in order
that we do not discard sound principles and adopt others of inferior
validity.

Let us therefore reexamine the notion of liberty, a fundamental
concept in our political education, and assess it in the light of our
efforts and aspirations as a nation, to broaden the enjoyment of
justice, to enhance our people's welfare, and to secure our future in
the New Society.

Let us dispose of one problem immediately. Locke's view of
liberty is political liberty. Political liberty is only one aspect of human
liberty, for the life of human beings transcends the merely political
and extends into a vast realm of non-political concerns. Locke
regards liberty only in terms of the relations between citizens and the
government. This view, so crucial to Locke, secures the welfare of
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Englishmen against abuses emanating from the monarchy or gov
ernment. As such, it is a priceless human tradition to which we may
properly assent, although it by no means commands universal
agreement, especially outside the political perspectives of the
western world. It is simply the basic tradition underlying western
constitutional government, which is precisely what is meant by
limited government. It is still perhaps the most civilized arrangement
ever devised against capricious and arbitrary abuse of political
power, so that the imposition of constitutional restraints on
government has been adopted by most civilized nations.

But the political liberty that is persuasively justified by Locke
conceals a dangerous trap. This is clearly shown by a brief review of
its historico-sociological context. It is 1690. When Locke writes of
the people, he does not mean all the people. He is writing as a
member of the upper class. He reflected their sense of justice and
their concept of law and liberty. But he also reflected their peculiar
and narrow conceit, that the lower classesof society did not count,
becausethe upper classes were the people.

When Locke writes of the relations between the government and
the citizens, he was referring to the monarchy on the one hand, and
the English aristocracy and upper classes on the other. To Locke it
was the life, liberty, and property of the privileged classes of English
society, not of all Englishmen, that were endangered by the
monarchy and its government. Sovereignty of the people?William III
became king not by the consent of the people of England, but by the
sponsorship of the upper classes. The upper classes. Here lay the
sovereign power. The lower and middle classes did not matter. They
were tradesmen or farmers or workers, uneducated, rough, un
enlightened about philosophy and power.

The proof of this is the fact that the constitutional political
system that Locke justified included only a small portion of English
society. Locke saw no problem in the fact that the British middle
classes were not yet enfranchised in 1690. It was not until 1832that
parliamentary reform extended the suffrage to them. The 1867
reform law still excluded farm workers from the vote. And English
women did not qualify for suffrage until 1918, when electoral reform
finally enfranchised them, provided they had reached the ripe old
age of thirty. That the government should represent the people, that
the people are sovereign, and that the consent of the governed is the
basis of governmental power -all critical elements in Locke's
political principles-have meaning in Locke's political thought only
becausehe equated the privileged classes to the people.
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It was the same thing, for a long time, in America. The founding
fathers proclaimed their conviction that God created all men equal,
and endowed them with unalienable rights. In their Declaration of
Independence, they asserted "That, to secure these rights, govern
ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed," Justice and liberty are among the first
words in the U.S. Constitution. But when the American leaders
faced the issue of how the people were to be represented in their
new Congress, they adopted a curious formula, embodying their
understanding of what justice and equality meant. Whites were to be
counted as person each; each Negro was to be reckoned as three
fifths of one human being; untaxed Indians, presumably, were zero
human beings.

In this Anglo-Saxon tradition, seen from our contemporary
morality, equality for all men was not really a self-evident truth, nor
was liberty an unalienable right, and the consent of the governed
was just another slogan. Why? The reason for this aberration in the
America of the Eighteenth century was that many of the leadersof
the new American nation, including Jefferson and their first
president Washington, were slave-owners.

These men were not hypocrites. Still less were they liars. They
accurately reflected the ethics and morality of their time and of their
world. But theirs was the ethics and morality of the upper classes.
Their values grew out of their plantations and elegant town houses,
from a view of the world in terms of privilege and power, and a view
of mankind in terms of property and the color of a man's skin.
Slavery continued to be an American institution until the end of the
civil war, protected by the doctrine of political liberty, if inconsistent
with the idea of human equality. U.S. blacks remained less-than
equal under the separate-and-equal principle of the white man's law
until the historic 1954 decision of the U.S. Supreme Court.

In short, the intellectuals of the Anglo-Saxon tradition during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were thinking of the liberty
and welfare of the privileged, not the liberty and well-being of the
people. They were protecting the interests of the few against the
powers of government. The theory of political liberty, so noble in
sentiment and lofty in ideals, was a class theory, deliberately
designed to protect and promote class interests. It had not the
slightest concern for the dignity and welfare of people as human
beings. This doctrine of political liberty is the most powerful and
respectable justification in western political thought of the oligarchic
domination of society.
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The elitist bias in Locke's "life, liberty, and property" (1690) and
in the American founding fathers' "life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness" (1n6) likewise becomes evident once we read these
formulations alongside of the French Declaration of the Rights of.
Man concept of "Iiberty, equality, fraternity" (1789). The Anglo
Saxon claim to liberty is a special claim, made in behalf of the
privileged classes. The French claim to liberty is a general claim to a
right inhering in all of mankind. In this Frenchview, liberty is in every
man by virtue of his humanity alone, uncontaminated by any
consideration of estate, race, or other condition created in society.

This is why political liberty alone is not enough. Republican
government, popular sovereignty, consent of the governed, and
democracy have no meaning when political liberty is the possession
of the few, and not vouchsafed for all. Liberty, indeed, is debased by
those who claim it for themselves without claiming it for all of their
fellowmen, for then they claim it as a prerogative of birth, or raceor
,eligion, or some other special circumstance, instead of as a uni
versal human right. And this is the reason why no national society
can be truly free, unless there is equality in the enjoyment and
possession of liberty.

Moreover, the view of liberty which regards government as an
actual or potential threat to the citizens, and therefore prescribes
restraints or prohibitions on government as the answer to that
threat, ought not to be pushed to its logical conclusion. The proposi
tionshould not be stretched to mean, for instance, that the welfare
of citizens is secured only be keeping the government weak. This
form of the proposition, paradoxically, undercuts its own force in
two important respects.

In the first place, the maximum of political liberty in this sense will
always be less than the amount of liberty needed for the fulfillment
and dignity of persons, either as individual human beings or as
citizens in a national society. I will demonstrate this later below.

In the second place, it is not operationally sound. President
Marcos has said, simply and I think validly, that the first duty of
government is to govern, and if it is to govern it must govern well,
for a government that cannot govern well has no claim to either the
physical obedience or the moral allegiance of the people. Worse, a
government that is weak and cannot govern well is itself a threat to
welfare, for such a government certainly cannot redress wrongs, and
therefore cannot promote rights.

Locke's preoccupation with political liberty is quite natural, given
the circumstances of the revolution of 1688. It is also quite under-
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standable, given his lack of sociological sensitivity. Quite apart from •.
these, an undue focus on political liberty often tends to confer undue
importance upon the method for ensuring it - that is, on the bill of
rights. Discussion on the bill of rights, especially judicial decisions,
lawyers' briefs, and high school compositions tends to be couched in
noble and outspoken language, because the enumeration of rights
never fails to suffuse the reader with a reassuring sense of
importance and potency. The bill of rights, when read at face value,
is a symbolic mantle of protection available to the humblest and the
highest in society, against which the vast and awesome powers of
government cannot prevail. From here arises the view that the bill of
rights is the primary, if not the exclusive, source and guarantee of .-
our liberty, security, and welfare.

Such a view is erroneous. Operationally a bill of rights is simply a
list of two things. It is a list, first, of prohibitions on government.
Second, it is a list of the rights of accused persons. Thus it servesthe
interests of two classes of people in society. It protects the relatively
few who are accused, and incidentally gives hope to those who
intend to break the law. Secondly, it benefits those classes whose
interests are threatened by positive governmental action, those
classes whose status and comfort are maintained by governmental
non-intervention in their lives. The overwhelming majority of
citizens, who may safely be presumed to be law-abiding, do not in.
fact derive any benefits from the rights guaranteed to those who are
charged and accused in the courts. Nor does the bill of rights offer
solace and hope to those citizens whose only prospects for uplift and
betterment depend upon positive action by the government.

It is fortunate that the bill of rights is only one article in our
constitution. There are other provisions, those which impose
responsibilities and confer authority on government to the end that it
ensure our security and promote the common welfare.

There are citizens in the national society whose estate and
resources preclude their need for governmental action, except such
action as might be required to preserve their estate and comfort from
other person'). But there are also other citizens, comprising the
larger number of our people, who are daily beset by the afflictions of
poverty, ill health, and lack of opportunity. These citizens, with
humble resources and dreary futures, understandably place their
expectations on the government, believing that it ought to be
obligated, rather than forbidden, to act in their behalf, to ameliorate
their lot, and emancipate them from misfortune. It is these citizens
for whom government must act, must intervene beyond keeping the •
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law, in order that our national community become more of a com
munity.

The bill of rights therefore promises to the larger number of
citizens a political liberty that is far removed from their lives. What
matters the freedom of the press to the scores of thousands who
cannot read and write? The millions who are oppressed every long
day and night by poverty and filth, what comfort is it to them that
the government shall not be a threat to their misery and feckless
ness? But the other provisions of the constitution require and
authorize the government to associate itself with the people's lives,
to become their partner in the search for a better quality of human
life. Thus it is not the bill of rights alone, but the whole and entire
constitution, on the one hand restraining the government from
abuse, and on the other investing it with the power and the duty to
intervene in our lives, that is the definition of our political liberty . It is
the whole constitution that is the statement of that potential of
human libertv and well-being that we can aspire to attain.

The bill of rights tradition, which assigns so much importance to
the mode and the means of safeguarding liberty, has led to a con
ventional formula in constitution-making. Modern democratic
constitutions begin with a preamble stating the national aspirations.
Then follows oftentimes a declaration of principles of society or
politics and government. Then the bill of rights, stipulating the
limitations and prohibitions on government. The rest of the constitu
tion follows, designing the government and the duties, powers, and
functions of its various parts. Such a procedure, with the central
importance accorded to the system of restraints on government,
was natural to the old aristocracies..It must also be the best and
most convenient system for modern oligarchies representing
substance and social station, whose natural and principal interest lies
in protecting their estate and status. The procedure, in short, is to
specify the restraints on government, and then to design your
government.

This conventional formula, a legacy from the political thought of
our colonial experience, is open to question. It may be doubted
whether it is proper for the developing societies of the late twentieth
century. Constitutions are for people, and when we say people, our
enlarged vision of humanity and our expanded vision of human
morality since the seventeenth century enable us to mean all, not
some, of the people. A democratic constitution recognizes the
differences that exist amongst human persons, that is to say, it
respects the special claims of talent, energy, and creative
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imagination. There is no inconsistency between democracy and the.
according of special rewards to citizens of special virtue and
achievement, whether the reward takes the form of extra allocations
of the finest mandarin tea, or a summer villa by the shores of the
Crimea, or generous expense allowances. But it is the duty of
democratic government to redress radical imbalances in the distribu
tion of values amongst its citizens, either by redistributing wealth
amongst them, or by providing special services and creating
opportunities that enable the less fortunate members of the
community to risenearerto the levelsof ease and dignity attained by
the others.

The formulation of a design of government that enables it to
discharge this duty is the vital concern in constitution making; the
design of limitations upon government is important, but secondly.
To the larger number of people in the community, it is more
important that the nation declare its commitment to the promotion
of human welfare, that the government be formally obligated to
promote this common welfare, and that the government be
authorized and adequatelyempowered to promote the well-being of
all citizens beyond the capacity of factions and class interests to
frustrate. Persons associate themselves with others into private
organizations in order to pursue their private interests. But the
citizensof a national society organize a government in order that that
government actively promote the well-being of the entire
community.

Community. Communitas. A sharing of all or some things in
common. It is this sharing that makes people into a community. The
government is the instrument of the community to preserve this
essence of community, to strengthen it by making it just and equit
able, that the greaternumbershould contribute to the common well
being, in order that the greatest welfare be shared by the largest
number of people. Ensuring the realization of this purpose of
government is more important than limiting its powers, for it is this
purpose that motivates the people into associating as a political
community. After the people havecovenanted on this purpose, and
after designing the government for its realization, they may specify
the legitimate rights of dignity and privacy that governmental
authority cannot invade.

Today, if only because almost three hundred years have passed
since Locke's time, we have to look 'at liberty differently. The
evolution of human societies, the changed relationships between
men and the physical environment, and the growth of human
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morality have radically altered mankind's ideas on the proper scope
and functions ·of government. We can no longer accept the Jeffer
sonian dictum that the best government is that which governs least.
Such a view was undoubtedly appropriate to a society of propertied
slave-owners, but once the blacks and the oppressed and the un
fortunate are recognized as equal members of human society, an
irreversible change in the scope and functions of government neces
sarily follows. We do not consider it to be a diminution of human
liberty if we insist, today, that government do more, instead of less,
than in Jeffersonian's time. Today indeed we accept and demand
that government must collect garbage, breed swine and cattle, lend
money, distribute seed, develop sera and vaccines, maintain hotels
and resorts, distribute contraceptive pills and provide family planning
services, conduct college entrance examinations, and so on, in
response to the requirements of development and welfare in the
context of modern life.

These activities of government, common-place in our time, were
un-imaginable during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, not
because they are improper tasks for government but because our
sense of a shared humanity and of the meaning of well-being has
progressed far beyond the morality and values of those times. The
increased authority which we invest upon government, and the new
obligations we impose upon it, are not a diminution of human liberty
but necessary consequences of our views of an increasingly human
community life.

We may regard an undernourished and sickly child, an ignorant
and unlettered farmer, or an unemployed widow who is the headof a
family, in two ways. We may consider them free, and in the full
enjoyment of liberty, because the government is effectively re
strained from interfering in their lives. We shall ensuretheir liberty by
denying to the government any power to oppress them. They shall
express their thoughts freely, and publish and disseminate their
dissent. They shall have every right to peaceably assemble, and to
form associations not contrary to law. The government shall forever
be prohibited from entering their shanties and huts, and from
searching and seizing their effects, except upon a proper warrant.
No matter how poor they might be, they shall enjoy these rights
measure for measure in exactly the same degree that these are
enjoyed by the rich. In schooling, in housing, in recreation, in the
exploitation of productive natural resources, in the financing of
industry, they shall not be denied by reason of poverty from freely
competing with the richer classes of society. Should they turn to
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crime and be accused in court, we will give them counsel and speedy
trial, faithfully seeing to it that the fines imposed be fair, or that the
punishment inflicted be neither cruel nor unusual. This is political
liberty. In this view the squatters of Tondo are equal to the million
aires of Forbes Park. The government does not interfere with the
millionaires; the government does not interfere with the squatters.

Alternatively, we may regard them as wretched and un-free,
utterly bereft of liberty, because in their plight and in the inability of
government to assist in their uplift, they have no hope and relief,
they have no capability to attain the fullness of their potential as
human beings. This capability to attain the fullness of one's potential
is an alternative view of the meaning of human liberty.

9. Human capability as human liberty is not a modern concept.
But it reflects the modern man's intelligence and awareness of the
economic, social, and techno-scientific revolutions that have
profoundly and radically complicated man's environment, man's
institutions, and man's perceptions of himself and of the world. This
concept established man and his humanity as the heart and center of
the meaning of liberty. Liberty is regarded not as an abstract idea, it
is a necessary and attainable condition of life, as vital to men's and
women's lives as any of their other physical, intellectual, and moral
attributes.

This concept of human liberty recognizes, and opposes,
repressive government as a diminution of human capability. But it
goes far, far beyond this old idea, for it gives expression to our
awareness that not all the threats to human welfare derive from
governmental authority. Today we see what Locke and Jefferson,
with their concern to curb and restrain government, could not seein
their time; that malnutrition, ill health, ignorance and illiteracy, social
inequity, unemployment, slum living, the ravaging of natural
resources, and the pollution of the environment are threats to the
well-being of mankind.

It takes courage to challenge the threat to one's liberty that
comes from the awesome powers of government. Anybody can see
that. We extol and praise as heroes those who defend the dignity of
the human person against authoritarianism. But we often, too often,
forget that the redeeming virtue of courage in this sense also belongs
to persons who endure, despite a continuous assault upon their
human dignity by socioeconomic deprivation and other forms of dis
privilege. We generally do not regard as heroesthe silent massesof
the poor who retain the human spirit in their humble shelters despite
the dehumanizing influence of uncontrolled technology and
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urbanization. We areelitists.
These poor human beings write no political tracts, compose no

defiant manifestos. They do not defy government, for it is distant
and remote from them and every day they must contend with the
wolves of hunger at their doors. But they prevail. They laugh and cry
as certainly as the rich, they joke and curse, dream and drift, sing
and gamble, love and hate - they preserve their humanity against
the chilling and unyielding embrace of adversity. It is their life that is
a philosophy.

Conscience moves some of us to alleviate the lot of our un
fortunate fellow human beings through individual and private acts of
charity. But it is a higher morality to agree, that the collective
conscience of the community shall impose upon the government
that we establish and maintain, the legal and the moral obligation to
use the community's substance and intelligence to defend the
dignity to every citizen against whatever threat from whatever
source. This involves a commitment from all of us to help restore to
our fellow citizens the human capability to develop to the fullness of
their potential.

The concept of liberty as human capability is clarified by an
ancient Greek view. Every human person has an end, or destiny.
This destiny of every man is to attain the fullness of physical,
intellectual, and moral development. The realization of the full
potential of human growth is the nature of mankind. And the nature
of man is, in the Greek ideal, what man is, when he is perfected. To
be truly human one must therefore be wholly human, that is, one
must attain excellence of the body, of the mind, and of the soul.
This full development of man perfects him as an individual, and
endows him with virtue asa citizen.

This view of man - for how can we know liberty unlesswe begin
with the nature of man? - requires that man be free. He must be
free in the sense that he is free from violation by other men. He must
be free, furthermore, in the sense that his capability is not destroyed
by the affliction of bodily infirmity, intellectual ignorance, and moral
depravity. To the Greeks, the sick, the ignorant, and the morally
depraved were not free. They were as un-free as the slave who
belongs to a master, because they had not the full capability to
develop into whole human beings, the capability to. attain the
fullnessof the potential that is the destiny of human beings.

We extend this Greekview to suit our modern situation. We say
that because the community is a human community, it hasa role in
the attainment of human development. The institutions that men
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devise, including their governmental institutions, are to be regarded
not ashindrancesto human fulfillment, but asnecessaryinstruments
for creating those situations and opportunities that restore, promote,
or enhance human capability.

The implication of this ancient ideal for modern man is crucial.
Men do not organize government in order to keep it aloof and in
different to the quality of life. A government is set up by men
precisely to create an active instrument to promote human welfare.
The promotion of human welfare is not an empty slogan. It is a living
purpose and an attainable goal. Government therefore becomes a
reflection of our enlightened conscience, an additional resource of
individuals and of the community, to assist them to attain their
development, and if need be to emancipate them from despair and
misfortune. In other words, government becomes the community's
instrument of liberation and freedom, because government helps
men to become free and human.

10. This leads us to a fact that is seldom appreciated. This is,
that the maximum of liberty that is realizable by man in securing
himself against government is only a small, though important, part
of human liberty. Man's life transcends his relations with
government, and the liberty he is entitled to in the other areas of
human life is a larger, and equally important, component of liberty.
The grosser forms of the argument for political liberty, and for
political dissent, are at best based on a false conception of man and
society. Locke's preoccupation with securing man's liberty vis-a-vis
government led him to the historic doctrine of the consent of the
governed, but he could not perceive the glaring fact that the middle
and lower classes of English society had no say in the government.
Jefferson and his colleagues, obsessed with defending political
rights, could proclaim equality of all men as God-given right, while
countenancing slaveryas an institution of their new republic.

Man can never fulfill himself wholly through political liberty. In
any single day in our lives, the dominant concerns that occupy us as
real men and women are those that deal with sustenance and
shelter, matters of faith and religion, hobbies and leisure, the
broadening of our minds, family affairs, our jobs, the tasks of
spending and saving income, the state of our bodily health, and the
vast range of non-political relations with fellow human beings such
as goodwill, reciprocation, cooperation and conflict, consensus and
tension, revenge and hatred, and the gentle emotions of freedom
and love.

The person who spends and dedicates the whole of his life in a
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ceaseless, total, and unrelenting vigil against government applies the
whole of himself to only a part of his human nature. He is the
completely political creature, but somewhat other than man,
because he neglects or rejects the nonpolitical concerns that make
people become the human beings they are meant to be. In other
words, the person who applies the whole of himself to only a part of
human life must be, in Aristotle's words, either less or more than
human - he must therefore be either a god or a beast.

11. I think I have already shown that the bill of rights, properly
understood, is hardly the embodiment of that human capability and
freedom that create human well-being. The entire bill of rights,
prohibiting government from certain acts and guaranteeing certain
rights to accused persons, cannot liberate a single destitute family
from the stifling certainty of a bleak future, nor can all the political
rights emancipate a single citizen from the burdens of
socioeconomic deprivation.

Nevertheless, the enchantment of people schooled in the
Lockeian and Jeffersonian doctrines sustains the strength of the bill
of rights tradition. In particular, the idea that political dissent is the
whole of liberty is an even stronger tradition; by virtue of its
romance, the literature of dissent almost never fails to excite
sentiment and intellectual passion. ,Let us now therefore discuss the
issueof political dissent.

The argument for political dissent is the simple and un-arguable
truth that every claim to absolute authority, every claim to political
infallibility, is nonsense. Worse, it is an affront to human dignity. The
argument for dissent as a right goes beyond the right of the freedom
of thought. The right to think freely is futile unless it is accompanied
by the right to express one's ideas. The right of free expression (and
publication) is meaningless if it is limited to the freedom to express
agreement. It must therefore extend to the right to express
dissenting views. And the right to expressdissent is of little worth if
it is limited to dissent on trivial matters. Consequently the right of
political dissent, indispensable to the concept of political liberty,
must extend to the right of dissent on the most fundamental issues
of society and politics. Without the comprehensive right of political
dissent in this uncompromising sense, so the argument goes, there
can be no true liberty.

Let us analyze, and begin with the ground rules. For a start,
political dissent as a right can be claimed only within the political
community - that is, dissent as right may be claimed only where
there is government. Where there is no government there can be no
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law. Where there is no law there can be no legal rights. Where there
are no legal rights the only "rights" that are operational are the
rights of brute force and cunning. Life in this condition is aptly
described by Hobbes as "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short." If,
therefore, dissent is claimed as a right, it must be claimed within the
framework of law.

Next, let us remember that the casefor political dissent relates to
the expression of dissenting views. The airing of diverse views, the
argument holds, provides the community with alternatives to choose
from. This then presupposes two conditions: that dissent is
addressed to the mind, or at least to the judgment and opinion of the
community; and that the community is in a condition that allows or
facilitates intellectual choices or judgments.

It follows that seditious or rebellious acts beyond expression
cannot be recognized by law. Both common-sense arid the law
establish valid distinctions between the expressing of views on the
one hand, and acts on the other. While speech or expression (in their
legal meanings) might be abused, the statement of views might in
proper cases be justifiable on the defense that it is addressed to the
judgment of the community. (This is not to say every justifiable
expression is justified, in the same sense that an act that is voidable
is not necessarily void.) However, acts or overt actions are not •
appeals to intellectual judgment or reason, and therefore are not
covered by the argument for dissent. Besides, if the acts be seditious
or rebellious, how can the law protect acts intended to destroy it?
There is also the second condition to consider, namely, that the
community is in such circumstances as will enable it to choose, on
the basis of judgment, amongst the alternative views expressed.
This will be discussedlater below.

From the foregoing, it is clear that it is not dissent as such, but
dissent through free expression that might be recognized as a right.
It is likewise clear that free expression is a qualified and not an
unlimited right. It is not unlimited because, amongst other reasons,
the law protects other rights.

Failure to understand the existence of other rights under law was
a scandalous gap in our education in freedom before the New
Society. The freedoms of expression and publication were wantonly
exercised by the most abject illiterates in the philosophy of liberty.
They ran roughshod over a right that is more ancient and precious
than free expressionand publication. This is the right of every person
to privacy and dignity, ruthlessly violated by slander, libel and
calumny in the old mass media. The boast of the Philippine press
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before September 1972that it was often rated by a foreign organiza
tion as amongst the freest presses in the world, was necessarily
tainted and voided by its persistent violation, often deliberately and
cruelly, of a fundamental human right.

Another right that must be balanced with free expression is the
right of government, any government, to protect and preserve itself.
Indeed it is a well established doctrine that it is not only the right but
also the duty of government to preserve and protect itself, since the
faithful preservation of the system of law that guarantees rights is a
duty of government.

What happens if the right of free expression is exercised against
the government? The answer to this question is well known. Under
conditions where the community is relatively stable, one rule is that
expression is not justified if it creates a "clear and present danger"
which the State has the right to prevent. The other rule, allowing
somewhat less room for free expression, is that it is not justified if it
tends to create a danger to the State. In any case, their well
established rules make clear that dissent through expression cannot
prevail against the law. If expression is claimed as a right to be
exercised in the form of sedition or rebellion,it becomes an attack on
the law and the government: the law that guarantees political rights,
and the government that enforces those guarantees. Thus, seditious
expression is an attack on the system of rights itself. As a result, and
as might be expected, no government in the world tolerates, much
lessprotects, sedition and rebellion in the guise of free expression.

I will recapitulate with the reminder that the freedom of expres
sion is not unqualified. It is subject to the metes and bounds
prescribed by law. These metes and bounds, therefore, define the
scope of free expression that the law protects and that the
government enforces. In the real world of actual human societies,
this scope at times narrows, at other times broadens. The governing
assumptions here have been mentioned above: that expression is
addressed to intellectual opinion, and that the community is in a
position to make intellectual choices.

The scope of free expression broadens when a baseof consensus
prevails amongst the citizens on the larger and higher 'purposes of
the community and on the system of law and government for
attaining those purposes. In this condition the community is secure,
and spirited as well as passionate debate can be contained by the
common purposes which the citizens share.

The opposite case, where the consensus is weak, is much more
complex. A weak consensus implies that there is only a fragile agree-
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ment amongst the citizens concerning the social order. There is a
widespread indifference to public duties, but the politicalized and
articulate sector of the citizenry energetically clamor for the defense
of private rights. The government itself is weak. If this condition is
not remedied, it will lead to serious consequences. The massesare
passive, indifferent to the fate of the political leadership that is un
able to uplift them. Criticism of the system and the government by
the articulate classes and by those who expect to profit from the fall
of the leadership and the collapse of the system intensifies. Because
the government is too weak to answer criticism, criticism escalates
into the vocabulary of violence and sedition or rebellion. Minor
administrative crises grow into serious economic and political crises.
The combination of crises and free expression now makes the status
quo untenable; worse, the indefensibility of the system is exposed
and bared for all to see. In this condition the government becomes
the only institution with a cohesive role, but its moral authority has
weakened and is under challenge-this is the most dangerous
moment in politics. The government still retains a coercive power,
actual or potential, to be used. A rival group or groups will attempt
to seize it, perhaps in a rebellion. What usually happens is that the
governmental leadership, or a sector of it, will take steps to preserve
itself, and one of the first measurestaken is invariably the restraint of
expression on political matters. This restraint on expression is often
a forced move. since the community in this case is already beyond
an appeal to reason. If the government faction fails, or is unseated,
the new leadership will likewise, at least for some time, impose
restraint, and for the same reason. Finally, the success of either the
government or the anti-government faction creates new tasks. Either
the old status quo will have to be reformed and set aright, or a new
social order will have to be instituted. The restoration of free expres
sion will then depend on the restoration of normalcy in the
community.

12. We cannot discuss the issue of dissent through free expres
sion without considering the companion issue of answerability.

In effect, the claim to complete and unlimited freedom of
expression on political issuesis no lessthan a claim to a guarantee of
immunity from the consequences of freedom. This specific claim is
sought to be justified on the ground that the greatest diversity of
views is essential to a healthy and well ordered society.

However, the claim to a guarantee of immunity in fact amounts
to a claim to a world in which all risk is removed. But if a world where
every act of freedom is followed by the certainty of retribution - if
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such a world is incompatible with freedom, so is freedom itself
incompatible with a world with no risk. The essence of freedom
consists in acting freely, and in owning the consequences of one's
acts.

Freedom is like love. Love is not a philosophical concept or a
linguistic term. It is warm human emotion, that must be realized in
the act of loving. So is freedom not a bare and precise idea, but an
essence of being human, that can be realized only in the act ofliving
freely. Nature disposes that the fledgling bird sooner of later leave
the safety of its mother's nest, flex its wings, and take off into the
wind and amongst the treetops. In this world of the wind and above
the trees there are hawks and eagles, but the little birdling must fly
and be on its own, for otherwise it cannot be what it must meant to
be.

So must man actualize freedom, by living freely. There is
nothing more pathetic than the person who spends his entire day
moaning and complaining against the risks to freedom, bravely
cursing every threat to liberty, and who, at the end of the day, has
not performed a single meaningful and positive act of freedom. The
truly free man, on the other hand, acts freely out of a certitude of
conviction, not becausethere are no risks attendant to free action. In
other words, the free man accepts that he is answerable for the
consequencesof his acts.

Freedom in this senseis inseparable from answerability. How can
a man be called free, if, as a prerequisite to action, he asks that he
not be answerable for what he says?

The shelter of immunity is' a strange haven for free man.
Challenge, risk, peril even, are preconditions for the exerciseof free
dom. If men recoil from every challenge, retreat from every risk, and
prefer safety to peril, then the only human freedom left is the free
dom not to act, the freedom to keep silent. The timorous man waits
for the removal of all risk before he acts. The free man accepts the
real world, with or without restraint. He realizes the fact that the
existence of some restraint does not mean the loss of all freedom,
and that the surest way to lose all of freedom is for free men to desist
from acting in the face of risk. It does not require the removal of risk
for a free man to act, for the human spirit assertsits freedom best in
response to risk and challenge.

Nor is it true that freedom implies the absence of rules. Without
the rules of family life, without rules in traffic, in the market, in the
neighborhood and peer groupings to which we belong -in short,
without the rules of society, civilized life is impossible.- We then
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revert to the jungle - which has its own implacable and
unappealablerules for survival.

If the rules be wise, they make it possible for us to become free. It
is only by observing the rules of language and grammar that we can
give meaning and not gibberish to our words. It is only by observing
the rules of sound that we produce music and not noise. The artist
can be creative only by acknowledging the basic rules, and the
magic of his poetry or music is the natural and ineluctable expression
of his free spirit.

13. The human societies for which Locke and Jefferson were the
eloquent intellectual architects exist no more. Britain adopted 8'
welfare state philosophy after World War II, replacing the umpire
state philosophy of Locke. The U.S. constitutional system is still
largely Jeffersonian, but in practice American society and politics
today have come around to a recognition of the legitimacy of
government action in social security and minority welfare.

The preamble of the United Nations Charter, reflecting the
broadened humanity of our contemporary ethics and morality, states
the human determination to "promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom."

Why this phraseology?Why "in larger freedom?" Is not freedom
by itself, unqualified and essential, enough? The phrase suggests
that the hitherto accepted meanings of liberty and freedom are now
too narrow, and must be expanded and, more important, must be
humanized. Governments must promote social progress for all
classes, and not only for the privileged estates. Better standards of
living for all are attainable only through the intimate partnership
between the people and their government, ever broadening the
human capability to attain all the purposes of human life. This is an
enlarged vision of the essential nature of human society, expressing
a broader and wiser understanding of human beings and of the
purposesof government.

The struggle for the political liberty that the intellectuals exalt has
been long and expensive. It is also richly documented in the
histories. History indeed honors the truly courageous men and
women who died for their convictions against tyrants and despots.

Nevertheless, the struggle for the liberation of mankind from
want and hunger, deprivation and injustice, is a longer and more
ancient struggle, in the course of which many times more human
lives have been destroyed. It is this massive, continuing struggle that
the historians, alas, hardly write about. The historians are generally
excited and upset over the dramatic execution or imprisonment of
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one man or group of persons upon the orders of another. They have
not been concerned enough to write in the same vein about the
protracted suffering until death of millions of human beings due to
malnutrition, ignorance, unemployment, etc. The conventional
histories, therefore, are elitist in this old and narrow sense, and so
we have little awareness of this great struggle.

14. The New Society recognizes the validity of the struggle for
political liberty. But its primary concern is that struggle which the
historians overlook. This is the greater struggle, which we have
neglected, although it has claimed victims from every generation of
mankind.

The lofty principles of liberty and freedom have often been mis
used to grace and sanctify selfish drives for political power by vested
groups and classes. Elaborate and attractive ideologies have been
woven to win the approbation of world opinion, and to seduce the
support of the masses.

The New Society is wary of the conventional ideological
systems. President Marcos reflects this wariness when he says that
we must aim for an economic society based on "whatever system
that will make the kind of society we want - the New Society 
work." As for capitalism and socialism, so iOng as they work, ''it
does not really matter which way we go, for economic development
will be attained and mass poverty will be reduced, if not eliminated,
and human life will be enriched."

But, in economics or in politics, the President wisely believes
lhat "we extricate ourselves from the mental conditioning of
ideologies foreign to our experience." There is no wisdom in
eternally shaping our life and destiny on the basisof what locke and
Jefferson believed good for their people, or of what Marx or lenin or
Mao formulated for theirs.

The New Society does not require that we sever our relationships
with the great ideological systems of mankind. What the New
Society offers to us is the freedom to consider new options, and to
exercise our options intelligently, rather than mechanistically, in
thrall and in bondage to our mental conditioning. In the end, the
New Society asks us to turn to the springs of Filipino identity, to
derive from our cultural milieu and from our native aspirations the
goalsw~ must seekand the kinds of institutions with which to attain
our national aims.

In the end, also, the only proper ideology is that which directs us
to those pursuits that consistently enhance our capability to become
more truly human. For this we must strive for ever increasing
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participation by more Filipinos in the production of wealth, so that
more and more Filipinos share in the enjoyment of welfare. We must
optimize the volume of the national wealth; we must maximize the
sharing of welfare. This New Society orientation, in effect, is what
all people of all the nations agreeupon: eventually, the maximization
of human welfare. In avoiding ideological purity and dogmatism, we
turn away from the warring beliefs that divide mankind, and we
identify ourselvesasa nation with the goal that unites all humanity.

We produce the optimum of wealth through the application of
intelligence and technology, exploring better ways of extracting
development from our resources, with an eye to regional equity,
locational efficiency, ecological balance, environmental beauty, and
the claims of future generations.

But it is even more important that we produce wealth not for
wealth itself, but for the human welfare that it makes possible. Our
measure of performance in the New Society cannot be our
productive capacity alone. Our planning system, which is at present
only an elaboration of foreign models, still largely an extension
(albeit improved) of the old society system, and inadequately
inspired by the humanity of the New Society, will have to be over
hauled, to reflect the President's sense of our national vision. We
have already succeeded in planning, and in producing, more wealth.
But we must plan for the maximum of Filipino well-being. The
President's land democracy concepts did not come from our
conventional planning system. Our present planning does not plan
for the liquidation of our backlog of court case; it is the poor, not the
rich, who suffer most from protracted litigation. We still have no
planning targets for the redistribution of values earned from public
investments, to favor the lower income classes. The planning system
must deliberately aim for the equitable sharing of the light, power,
education, health, food, shelter, and services produced by the
nation's resources and people. These well-being objectives, and
many others, flow naturally from the humanism of the President's
vision of the New Society. We will begin to have a truly New Society
when our planning, as well as our production and distribution,
reflects the New Society intelligence and compassion.

15. What do we learn from history and logic? We recognize,
first, that the New Society is both an inevitable evolution as well as
an authentic revolution. It is evolutionary because it associates the
Filipinos as a national community with that historic process that
continually broadens and intensifies the sensitivity of mankind to
the wholeness of human nature. It commits us to a shift from an
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obsolete intellectual view that regards man as a political creature, to
a view of man in which we discern our wholeness as human beings.
.It is inevitable, because pre-martial law Filipino society had
irredeemably lost its powers of self-renewal, bestowing all its re
wards to cunning and advantage and connection, and stifling bene
volence, goodwill, and compassion.

Our most recent chance for national self-renewal presented itself
in the mid-1950's, reflected in the late President Magsaysay's homily
that "those who have less in life shouId have more in law." This was
only an echo of the socio-political proposition of Leo XIII (1878-1903)
that "when there is a question of defending the rights of individuals,
the poor and the helpless have a claim to especial consideration
(from the State)." In 1971, President Marcos wrote: "There can
never be a perfect society. But a society which permits human
beings to fulfill themselves in whatever manner that befits their
dignity and freedom as individuals is worth our single-minded
dedication." By 1972, however, law and State in the Philippines had
themselves been eroded by the dehumanization of liberty and
freedom, serving only to protect rights against the government and
against the conscience of the community. A revolution was neces
sary in order to restore to the community the capability to renew
itself .

The New Society is an authentic revolution because its political
perspectives categorically reject the established convictions that
upheld the pre-martial law Filipino society. It repudiates the notion
that men and women organize government as a hostile institution
against which it is their highest concern to protect themselves. It
postulates, on the other hand, that government is instituted
preclsslv to become the common instrument of the community to
uplift its members. It rejects the fear, cultivated by the politics of the
old order, that democracy is doomed to impotence and fractious
mischief, flawed by an inherent incapacity to decide and act effica
ciously. It holds, on the 'other hand, that we as a people are not
destitute of talent and deprived of hope, provided that we apply to
both our public and private roles all of the good that is in us as a
nation.

The revolutionary character of the New Society is not embodied
in its condemnation of graft and corruption, purposeless politics,
and oligarchic domination. Any leadership that could have
eradicated these weaknesses in our old society. would have been
welcomed by the people, but any gains to the nation would have
been temporary. A change in leadershipwithout a change in intellec-
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tual vision would ultimately and surely return us to that condition of
incivisme, social conflict, and governmental impotence that were the
hallmarks of the old status quo - not because Filipinos are incapable
of self-government, but because the intellectual underpinnings of
the old society placed the highest value on the pursuit of private
liberty without civic obligation and human compassion.

The New Society is revolutionary because it rejects those intel
lectual concepts that led us to rationalize and sustain corruption,
opportunism, and human inequality. The New Society vision of man
and politics, when logically developed, asserts that that tradition of
liberty and freedom in which we all have been schooled, if thought
fully analyzed, is inadequate for the development of humanity and
civic life under modern conditions. The revolution is in the departure
from the intellectual vision of our old political education.

The New Society exposes these concepts - liberty without the
grace of human equality, freedom without the discipline of answer
ability, private rights without public duties -as self-defeating
delusions. They are delusive becausethey do not reflect the reality of
human and social needs. They are self-defeating because they
unerringly create the social forces that will ultimately reject them.
Political liberty and freedom that create the rights which promote
affluence for the few, and sustain deprivation for the many, will
necessarily dissolve the bonds between the rich and the poor,
destroy the cohesive ties which make the different classes into a
community. As soon as these bonds begin to weaken we begin to
lose our community, our communitas. It will become impossible to
develop that collective will and capability that alone can promote the
sharedand common well-being that is the reason for community life.

The New Society, therefore, mirrors that collective will which is
latent, and should be active and alive, in all Filipinos. The New
Society is a mirror of ourselves, not because it reflects our failings
and fears, our vices and anxieties, but because it is a mirror of our
triumphs and ideals, our highest virtues and strengths. It is a mirror
of what we can be, and ought to be. It invites us to liberate ourselves
from the old prejudice of underestimating our capabilities as a
people, and instead to arm ourselves with a sense of potency and
confidence in our resources.

In sum, the New Society offers a new education in ethics and a
new experience in civics: the discovery of humanity in every citizen
as a human being; the defense and promotion of the worth and
beauty of our diverse cultures as expressions of our humanity; and
the collective commitment to attain that vision of the future which
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shapesand enrichesour lives in the present.

-0-

This paper is all too brief. It was written in some hastebecauseof
the writer's feeling that an overview is neededasearly as possible, in
order that we can have a sense of President Marcos's intellectual
vision of our national future. I have hardly mentioned the many
successfulprograms of the New Society, of the favorable impression
that they have wrought in the consciousness of most of us. It
discusses the intellectual vision of the President on liberty, and its
implications on governmental authority, because it is through this
vision that the New Society first engages the sources of our
allegiance and commitment.

It is certainly this perspective of the President that has tempered
the conventional harshness, severity, and austerity of martial law. If,
as the President realizes, "martial law necessarily creates a
command society," he equally recognizes that" a new society
cannot emerge out of sheer command alone." In other words, if the
New Society is for "human beings to fulfill themselves ... in dignity
and freedom," the promotion of those conditions that minimize
socioeconomic deprivation and maximize human capability is to be
based, sooner or later, on citizen options. Obedience can be
commanded, but allegiance is an act of choice. In the President's
words: " ... Martial Law necessarilycreatesa command society. But
a new Society cannot emergeout of sheercommand alone."

I trust that this paper accurately reflects the New Society
perspectives on human liberty and governmental authority. I believe
that the discussion is a fair presentation of the doctrines of Locke
and Jefferson on political liberty and government. It is unwise to
make decisions on allegiance and commitment without a knowledge
of the vision to which we commit outselves. It is unworthy of the
modern intellectual to retain his allegiance to a vision that was
appropriate to the societies of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.

The challenge to the Filipino intellectual today, therefore, is to
understand and appreciate the New Society through its vision, so
that he may share in the task of keeping it true, and faithful, to that
vision. October 17, 1973


